The journey to Microsoft Certified: Azure AI Engineer Associate

Start here
Decide if this is the right certification for you

Upskill with recommended training and experience

Pass required exam to earn your certification

Continue to grow

This certification is a good fit if your responsibilities include:

• Analyzing requirements for AI solutions and recommending appropriate tools and technologies.
• Designing and implementing AI solutions that meet scalability and performance requirements.

Skills outline guide

• AI-100

Self-paced online learning
Microsoft Learn

Instructor-led training
Course AI-100T01-A: Designing and Implementing an Azure AI Solution

Role IQ
Pluralsight

Exam AI-100
Designing and Implementing an Azure AI Solution

Additional resources

• Microsoft Docs
• Microsoft Hands-on Labs
• Azure Developer Guide
• Azure Architecture Center

Brand new? First, master the basics.

New to the cloud or Azure?
Choose Azure Fundamentals training.

New to AI on Azure?
Choose Azure AI Fundamentals training.

Explore these resources next

• Machine learning crash course
• AI Business School

Microsoft Certified: Azure AI Engineer Associate

Azure AI Engineers use cognitive services, machine learning, and knowledge mining to architect and implement Microsoft AI solutions involving natural language processing, speech, computer vision, and conversational AI.
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